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Bruce Lamb <bruce.lamb@boxndice.com>

Information request (ref: 311532)
Bruce Lamb <bruce.lamb@boxndice.com> Tue, Dec 3, 2019 at 4:40 PM
To: FOI Officer <FOI.Officer@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk>, "Steward, John" <John.Steward@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk>, "Swan, Phil" <phil.swan@greatermanchester-
ca.gov.uk>, "Wilding, Helen" <helen.wilding@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk>, Mike Kane <mike.kane.mp@parliament.uk>, buchananh@parliament.uk, Mark Steele
<mark.steele@reevu.com>, John <johnkitson5891@gmail.com>, Courtenay A L Heading <courtenay@jurbywellness.im>, ventressj@parliament.uk,
kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk, "Morris, Chris" <Chris.Morris@trafford.gov.uk>, "Adshead, Steve" <steve.adshead@trafford.gov.uk>
Bcc: john010463@gmail.com, martyn@gecservices.co.uk, kingofuk@protonmail.com

Hi Zach

Contact GMCA's 5G team. John Steward. Copied. He knows what im asking for.. I asked them originally. I missed this
response. see 1-6 below. Thanks.

Effectively a full inventory of the products you have attached and those integral to the 5G linked Street lighting services across
GMCA is required.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/5g-manchester-trafford-gmca-communication  

There are components that make up a Street Light in use in public and residential areas across GMCA. 

These may be masquerading under a false label so please include all data entity attributes.

Please refer to readings in Media City, this is now a known toxic area: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/readings 

Deaths that are cancer related will take place. By Design. This will be GMCA's and Vodafone's joint responsibility as the 5G
Hub provider. 

The Councils part is as the guardian to quality of environmental service standards, the assurity standard provider to the
community. Other 5G service providers in time may also be found complicit.

Johns earlier response linked to this subject matter:  https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/manchester-gmca-policy-on-5g  

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/5g-manchester-trafford-gmca-communication
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/readings
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/manchester-gmca-policy-on-5g
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Reports have been passed to my MP Mike Kane Sale East & Wythenshawe to inform Andy Burnham and his councillors
across the GMCA territories that under his teams management the people of Greater Manchester GMCA Are At Risk.

Mike acknowledged this on House of Commons paper work.12th June 2019.
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The peoples safety, health and wellbeing have been placed at risk and harm is being caused to the General Public. This is
happening NOW!

Data has been supplied previously to GMCA and Trafford Officials. No excuses for lack of knowledge if everyone is doing their
jobs properly this would have been made safe by now. 

I offered my services as a Business Analyst and Project Manager knowing the problem inside out, but NO RESPONSE? Now
we have to take a different course of action.

This is Assault in full knowledge of GMCA hosting energy weapons intended originally for "defensive battlefield
engagement"... Its Tesla style technology. 1915 patents in part.. see Source Data: .http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData

It contravenes GMCA's people's charter and effectively you are in breach of contract with the GMCA customers and in my
case Trafford rate payers but further to this you've allowed technology that terminates life into this region. In a number of
forms. https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html 

Andy Burnham has just signed the Faith and Belief Inclusion Charter. https://faithbeliefforum.org/mayor-andy-burnham-sign-
charter-for-faith-belief-inclusion/

These actions on the one hand should be applauded. The facts of what we are discussing here need  investigation as its a
death sentence in waiting for many when we understand the powers at play in the background. Not many do.

 

http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html
https://faithbeliefforum.org/mayor-andy-burnham-sign-charter-for-faith-belief-inclusion/
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The initial response i got back from John was a standard dismissal of the facts known in the scientific world. Played down to
steer people from the truth.

The facts are NOT transferred to the regulatory regime as this knowledge they wish to remain hidden for Corporate, Personal
and Financial Gain in order to meet the requirements of Agenda 2030 and the Georgia Guidestone directives.

The regulatory data is rigged through  compromised Government Departments. See readings and Dr Sarah Starkeys work in
this area.

What i reported  originally is an extension of an attack on the UK economy. Initially reported to Police, Economic Crime Units
and Serious Fraud Office 2007 - 2013. The overarching plan is to take the UK economy and people down by stealth and  now
identified compromised public officials in Central and Local Government.

Copies of a few of the emails and letters are in Source Data. The full document set went to APPG Bankings Heather
Buchanan, Kevin Hollinrake and James Ventress.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/dr-sarah-starkey-phire-official-advice-on-radio-frequency-radiation
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The Police investigation will  be reopened or reframed and I will be notifying Greater Manchester Police via The Serious Fraud
Office that, what i reported  in 2007 in the form of a fraud was later identified as a financial attack dropped or covered up by
Greater Manchester Police advised by Central Government officials which we have now proven to be driven by the HM
Treasury, HMRC and those who really control MPs and the PMs of this country.

Unfortunately Mike ( Kane ) did NOT ask the questions in Parliament of John Glen Treasury Minister as it would unravel
another thread and be televised by Parliament TV. Cover Up.

On 30.11.18 we met in his office in Wythenshawe he said I was anti semitic and a conspiracy theorist when I recapped the
conversation of 16.10.18 in Portcullis House Westminster.

Not so much theorist now with Deagel.com stats to support Silent Weapons Quiet Wars directives. https://www.syti.
net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#silentweapons Please read and understand the full document and study its creators before an
empty response is provided.

The text within identifies the culprits and intentions. This  email will also be evidence for any future enquiry. along with the
others sent to various GMCA members and public officials.

This line of investigation is necessary as it ties in the Corporate Agenda 2030, The Blueprint, Silent Weapons Quiet Wars and
the Pre meditated or planned murder or Genocide of 51 Million UK Men, Women and Children.

The Global Genocide figure is from where we are now roughly 7.4 Billion (Deagel 2017) to 500 Million..

https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#silentweapons
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http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx  

This Deagel.com data is taken from The World Bank, European Union, CIA and US Department of Defence. It shows that the
Genocide I informed GMCA officials of now has a UK figure of population reduction from 66 Million to 15 Million by 2025. It
also states that the ponzi financial schemes such as pensions and bonds planned to fail will do so by design, so it impacts all. 

If GMCA  staff and management had gone over the 5G SUMMIT data links I provided this would be common knowledge and
you would have had an action plan in place.. https://the5gsummit.com/  For some reason I dont think you did?

This style of cover up is systemic and common place as we are now seeing with Andrew Windsor as the ties between Epstein,
Child Trafficking, Compromised Public Officials and Banking are joined at the hip. (Rehypothecated finance creates the funds
for illegal trafficking and compromised officials to take place) This we found in 2017/ 2018 when assisting ITNJ in the Banking
sector. 

Off the books banking allows the support of Child Trafficking: https://vimeo.com/260880809  Video Content Not For The
Sensitive.

The relevance here is that if you follow the money you end up with the same people behind Local Government Financial
Fraud, Resilient Cities and The Banking sector where my analysis started in Manchester.

Once you get your heads in gear you will find three or four organisations at the forefront of 100 Resilient Cities being
Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Rand Organisation and their City or Corporate interests and Compromised Local Government
Officials all stripping away here from the Manchester GMCA Carcass of cash under a false narrative of global warming. 

In time they will run fear based economies, as witnessed in Paradise California, this we need to nip in the bud.. 

Further data is within Source Data: http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData  check www.weatheraction.com or get Piers Corbyn in to
get the facts on Global Cooling. Start saving some cash and prevent further false flag events.

http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx
https://the5gsummit.com/
https://vimeo.com/260880809
http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData
http://www.weatheraction.com/
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Zach... As a public official, please provide the full inventory of all electronic and electrical components making up the street
furniture across GMCA. This should be readily to hand for maintenance and audit purpose.

The required data will include the following.

1. LED Street Lights, Specifications of lamps, Lamp Heads, Radar Units, LED's and ancillary devices, Controllers, Hazardous
product labelling guidelines for staff? etc
 
If you can also supply the warnings you sent  to GMCA residents that protective eyewear should be worn as Macular
Degeneration and Cancer are the resulting factors from exposure inside relatively short timescales? see the Exeter &
Barcelona University findings. ttps://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html  The debilitating eye impact is
due to Blue light phosphor coated LED street lighting without diffusers installed across GMCA. These we also believe are
class 2 lasers but provision of the spec will be useful to confirm. https://www.lasersafetyfacts.com/  

2. Who installed, runs, operates, manages and maintains the street lighting systems. Names of Companies and Individuals
responsible?

3. Who provided the specification to be rolled out across GMCA?

4. Who signed off the technical specifications as Technical Architect for GMCA?

5. How the equipment above meets safety standards and what standards set by whom?

6. Who supplied the budget and funding source for implementation?

This task should not be taken lightly as effectively a compartmentalised bomb is being constructed around us and experiences
in Paradise California, Grenfell Towers and at the Korean 5G switch on are easily duplicated across Greater Manchester with
EMP technology that may well be within the data you provide.

Omitting data elements that are later found to be active components will be deemed part of a further cover up.

https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html
https://www.lasersafetyfacts.com/
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I will be requesting that Greater Manchester Police via The Serious Fraud Office allow 28 days for you to get this across  to
me but request re opening the linked fraud cases as these were prevented from continuation by the actions of Government
departments 2013 and now Mike Kane MP 2018.

Whether the Police Officers from the original investigations are still available or not remains to be seen but i have their direct
numbers and will be calling them later this afternoon. 

Common Law Courts have already found the 5G related technologies to be harmful to life and further details are available on
the CLC website. Presentation to The Court: Attached
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/clc_cases/the-people-represented-by-willie-mercer-vs-theresa-may-nicky-morgan/      https://www.commonlawcourt.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/09/Court-Order-1.pdf   
 
The Precautionary principle should have been adopted but someone under duress or compromise have enabled these events
to take place where dangerous substances and technologies have been placed in our environments.

Creating grey areas around Telecoms FCC safety standards is as bad as the issues in medicine with The Cure for Cancer
being kept from the masses by the MHRA. 

https://www.bitcoinp2p.co.uk/single-post/2019/05/03/GcMAF---Cancer-Cure  

https://mhracorrupt.st/parliament-guilty/  

Evidence is already collated and available that in Salford Media City that GMCA and Vodafone are in breach of the
Nuremburg Code: http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/

UN 1943 Human Rights violations are listed below. The surveillance kit you've fitted GMCA wide is in breach of article 3. 

Resilient City medium to long term initiatives break  article 4, I think GMCA need to come up to speed with Agenda 2030's true
objectives.

Article 21 and Article 25 we will hopefully address shortly with a clean break Brexit and fraudulent Banking practices are
brought to task. 

Same Culprits behind UN initiatives impacting Health and Welfare as behind Bankings fraudulent tactics.

https://www.commonlawcourt.com/clc_cases/the-people-represented-by-willie-mercer-vs-theresa-may-nicky-morgan/
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Court-Order-1.pdf
https://www.bitcoinp2p.co.uk/single-post/2019/05/03/GcMAF---Cancer-Cure
https://mhracorrupt.st/parliament-guilty/
http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/
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See the PAG deck for further details on the Banking issue in the Source Data: http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData

UN 1943 Human Rights Act is in breech By implementing 5G technologies. In Full

Article 3 - Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. (i.e. Freedom from surveillance)
Article 4 - No one shall be held in slavery or servitude. 
Article 21 – The government should reflect the will of the people
Article 25 - Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of hisfamily and children    

The UN has allowed itself to become a wolf in sheep's clothing due to a minority influencing the easily deceived. They nowinfluence the Councils in a similar fashion.

I Hope You find this communication clear in its objectives. Points 1-6 in full please.

Zach, Your Cooperation fully in undertaking these tasks will be appreciated by all those families across Greater Manchester.
Thanks

CLC
[Quoted text hidden]
-- 

Bruce Lamb
Mob: +44 (0) 7976 30 20 68

Https://boxndice.com 

The Innovation Forum

http://bit.ly/2qP2Dfr-SourceData
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/udhr/documents/udhr_translations/eng.pdf
http://boxndice.com/
http://boxndice.com/
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Salford University Business Park

Frederick Road

Salford

M6 6FP

D I S C L A I M E R
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disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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